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Abstract. Representation theorem and local asymptotic minimax theorem 
are derived for nonparametric estimators of the distribution function on 
the basis of randomly truncated data. The convolution-type representa- 
tion theorem asserts that the limiting process of any regular estimator of 
the distribution function is at least as dispersed as the limiting process of 
the product-limit estimator. The theorems are similar to those results for 
the complete data case due to Beran (1977, Ann. Statist., 5, 400-404) and 
for the censored data case due to Wellner (1982, Ann. Statist., 10, 
595-602). Both likelihood and functional approaches are considered and 
the proofs rely on the method of Begun et al. (1983, Ann. Statist., 11, 
432-452) with slight modifications. 
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1. Introduction and motivat ion 

Let (X °, T °) be a bivariate (X ° and TO are not necessarily independent) 
random variable and let G(x, t) be the joint cumulative distribution of X ° 
and T °. Let G~(x)= G(x, oo) and G2(t)= G(oo, t) denote the marginal 
distribution function of X ° and T °, respectively. Let G*(x, t) be the 
truncated (on X ° _< TO) joint cumulative distribution of X ° and T °, i.e., 

( l . l )  G*(x, t) = P ( X  ° < x, T O <_ t l X° ~ TO). 

Also let G*(x)= G*(x, oo) and G*(t)= G*(oo, t). Then it is obvious that 
G*l(X) = P ( X  ° <_ x l X  ° < T °) and G*(t) = P ( T  ° <_ t l S  ° <_ T°). 

In randomly truncated data  problems, we assume that the bivariate 
random variable (X °, T °) is not observable if X ° > T O and the whole vector 
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